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It is a Tree of Life to
Morgantown, West Virginia

those that hold fast to it.

Children’s Education TOL Jan-Feb 2013
by religious school staff and student reporters

We continue to serve twentyfour religious students on Sunday
mornings, ages 3-13, and twelve Hebrew students either Sunday or
Wednesday afternoons, ages 8-13.
Please spread the word to your friends
with children, as people aren’t always
aware of the scope of our program.
Three new volunteer Hebrew
teachers have introduced some welcome innovations.
Monique Gingold
comes to the Sunday
afternoon class with
her standard poodle,
Beshi. If the children get the Hebrew
right, the dog does a
trick, which is very
popular. Ilana
Chertok brings folktales, and Aric Agmon brings songs, to the advanced Hebrew class on Wednesdays. The variety
of teachers and topics adds spice to the
sessions.
For the religious school, information was provided by teachers and
by the students in the oldest class, who
interviewed the other classes to find out
what others have been learning and
enjoying on Sunday mornings after we
have our Sunday morning service together and then go into our individual
classes. Student reporters are Sam S.,
Jacob L., Elana G., Sarah R., Josh S.,
Jonathan L. and Annabel B.
The preschool class was very
excited because it was Chanukkah
week and they had learned the names
of the letters on the dreidel. This class
also loves to paint and draw and eat
their snacks while listening to story
time. Besides being good students and
Visit http://etzhaim.org

enjoying learning, their teachers report
that they are very kind to each other
and share very well. And even at their
young age they are learning what
tz’dakah means. It was clear to student
reporters that this class is learning a lot
and having a great time too.
The younger elementary class
is not very large but very full of arts
and crafts supplies
that the students
make great use of.
They discuss the
meaning of the weekly stories to get a
better understanding
of the Torah. The
greatest fun for this
class is the games
and competition
questions that come
from the Torah lessons every week.
Their favorite game is one they play
every week called “The Matzah Ball of
Knowledge” which involves both cooperation and competition and reviewing
what they have learned that week. This
class also thrives on competing with
other classes. They recently challenged
the tween class to compete in the Mitzvah Olympics. Different types of mitzvot were discussed and each student
then spent the next week attempting to
complete as many mitzvot as they
could. In the end, both classes ended up
winning because they had completed so
many mitzvot. For Chanukkah they also
participated with the older elementary
group in a game to decide the best latke
toppings.
The older elementary class has
enjoyed a lot of different activities so
far this year. They are really interested
See EDUCATION page 2

President’s Report/Empty Bowls
Adam
Rosefsky

Happy New Year!
While I’m looking forward to
a wonderful and positive year ahead, I
want to take a moment and reflect on
the year we have had.
2012 was a turbulent year at
TOL filled with a lot of changes. Obviously, the biggest change was our
new Rabbi. Rabbi Joe has been with
us now for 5 months. He came in
drinking from the Fire hose. He immediately tackled the High Holidays, Religious school, Hebrew school, meeting
and getting to know an entirely new
congregation, city and geographical
region and organizing the preparation
of five B’nai Mitzvah students.
I think that the change Rabbi
Joe has brought has significantly
helped reenergize our Jewish Community. Our Temple membership is up.
Religious School and Hebrew school

EDUCATION from page one
in arts and crafts and enjoy making
many new things. They also love eating
latkes and getting presents on Chanukkah. Like the reporters who interviewed them they do not see a downside to the holiday. While they were
being interviewed this class was very
hard at work making tin foil chanukkiyyot, and really enjoying their Sunday
morning Sunday school.
The oldest class, which is
preparing for their b’nei mitzvah this
year or next, reports that they really
like discussing the Torah stories each
week in depth and are learning to like
practicing their troping skills! This
class has an ongoing Jewish Jeopardy
game with the winner to be determined
at the end of the year and also really
liked the Mitzvah Olympics with the
younger elementary class. Other high
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membership are both up. The changes
in the Religious School curriculum are
being very well received by both the
students and the parents.
Friday and Saturday Shabbat
service attendance are also up. I don’t
think I have been to a Friday night service with Less than 30 people since he
started. And I really enjoy being able
to attend a full Torah service every
month.
Our annual Hanukkah/Latke
party was an immense success. The
attendance was the highest I’ve seen in
years. As usual, we shredded, battered
and fried 50 pounds of potatoes (and 4
dozen eggs, a couple pounds of flour,
onions, garlic and the rest of the ingredients). The difference this year (and
the only time in my participation) is
that we RAN OUT OF LATKES.
That’s right we finished all of the latkes. Which means next year, we will
have to look at 60 lbs! On an even
more optimistic note, we raised over
$1,000 at our silent auction.
Not everything was smooth
sailing of course. We did have some
hiccups. Our Yizkor Book had some
issues; we had some issues with notifi-

cation of schedule changes and calendar changes. And we are addressing all
of these issues. However, with everything that happened, I think the positives far outstrip the negatives.
I look forward to our year
ahead.
We are having a meeting on
the first Sunday after the New Year
(Sunday, January 6th at noon) with
Chuck Marcus. Chuck is the Regional
Director of BBYO. Chuck will be
bringing some of the BBYO youth
leaders to town to meet with our Teens
and Tweens to form a BBYO chapter
here in Morgantown. If you are
Tween, Teen, know a Tween/Teen, are
the parent of a Tween/Teen; then
please join us on the 6th.
Our annual Membership
meeting will occur on the 10th of February. If the weather does not cooperate, we will reschedule the meeting for
the 17th of February. You must be a
member in good standing to vote on
the issues. Full details will be forth
coming.
I look forward to seeing you
all this year. Happy 2013!

points for this group have been the
community service food collection and
field trip to Bartlett House during Sukkot and helping with reading stories to
the younger classes. The teachers for
this class have noticed that this group
takes seriously what it means to be
almost bar or bat mitzvah, and the students frequently talk about what it
means to become an adult member of
the community.

eon?

Empty Bowls Monongalia
and The WOW Factory
Team Up
and they need YOU!
Are you interested in doing
something to help alleviate hunger for
your neighbors in Monongalia County?
Would you like to do more than simply
attend the annual Empty Bowls LunchVisit http://etzhaim.org

If you answered “yes” to either of these questions, there is an opportunity for you to contribute in an
enjoyable and meaningful way.
The WOW Factory is hosting
Bowl Parties to produce hand painted
bowls for the annual luncheon. Bowls
are available to be painted for only
$6.00 per bowl. You hand paint the
bowls, they are fired by the WOW Factory staff, and the completed bowl will
be transported to the annual luncheon.
Your hand painted bowl will be available for someone to choose and take
home as a reminder of the fight against
hunger here in Monongalia County.
If you are interested in painting bowls, call Dina at The WOW Factory at 304-599-2969. Here is a chance
to have fun, be creative, and do something to help others in Monongalia
County.

From Rabbi Joe /Adult Education
Rabbi
Hample

What Would Moses
Do?
By Rabbi Joe Hample
At this season we are reading
Exodus, which introduces our most
famous hero, Moses. What qualifies
Moses to be our lawgiver and commander? First, his humility. Challenged by God to free Israel from
Egyptian bondage, Moses pleads incapacity: he doesn’t speak well. Only
with difficulty does God persuade him
to reconsider. Of course, Moses then
talks up a storm for the rest of the Torah.
Second, there is Moses’ compassion for his people. When God,
exasperated by Israel’s continual rebellions, vows to destroy our insubordinate nation and create another for Moses to lead, Moses objects that he is
used to this nation. A prophet, it
seems, has two jobs: to tell the people
God is angry and they’d better shape
up; and to tell God the people are doing the best they can, and God should
bear with them a little longer.
Finally there is Moses’ yearning for greater closeness with God. In
a pivotal moment, Moses asks if he
may see God’s face. Permission is
denied – “No one can see My face and
live” – but the request makes Moses
emotionally real to us. Who wouldn’t
want a glimpse of God’s face, especially if they had spent many stressful
years on God’s errands.
Did the Exodus really happen? Pharaoh Merneptah, who lived
about the right time for Moses (1200
BCE), left an intriguing stele, or pillar
inscription. In discussing nations of
Canaan, the Holy Land, Merneptah’s

stele boasts that the pharaoh has destroyed Israel. That’s not how the Bible tells it, but the stele proves this
pharaoh knew of an enemy called Israel
associated with Canaan. On the other
hand, if hundreds of thousands of Israelites had wandered in the Sinai desert
for 40 years, there would be artifacts
testifying to the sojourn. There are
none.
Ronald Hendel, at the University of California, Berkeley, tried to
assess how much of the Exodus saga is
historical. He dug up evidence for a
big plague in Egypt around the date of
the Exodus, a plague that was perceived to have come from Canaan. (Of
course, that leaves nine plagues unaccounted for.) But Hendel points out
that the Biblical account of the Exodus
is disturbingly vague on certain
points. For example, the two pharaohs
– the old pharaoh whom Moses flees,
and the young pharaoh whom Moses
returns to confront – are nameless in
the text. Hendel speculates that there
were multiple enslavements and liberations at different historical periods,
which the Torah merges into one narrative. The anonymity of the kings facilitates the conflation.
Hendel draws attention to one
of Moses’ most surprising attributes:
his ethnic ambiguity. Is he Hebrew or
Egyptian, is his wife Midianite or
Cushite? This pivotal couple, Moses
and Zipporah, are racially nonspecific,
which is part of their appeal. In effect,
they are universal liberators.
It is an article of faith
(according to Maimonides, at least) that
Moses is the greatest of the prophets. If a prophet’s job is to mediate the
tense relationship between people and
Deity, Moses is the expert. In just one
chapter – Exodus 19 – he climbs up and
down the mountain four separate times
with messages to and from God: and
Moses was 80 at the time! Though he
occasionally displays flashes of temper,
this particular story depicts Moses at
his best: a man of extraordinary forbearance.
What we learn from Exodus is
that leadership requires patience, lots of
Visit http://etzhaim.org
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patience. A famous excerpt from the
Mishnah lists d’varim she-ein lahem
shi’ur, things that cannot be overdone. Surely patience is one of the
things that cannot be overdone. Let’s
all keep working on it.

Adult Education
TOL Jan-Feb 2013
By Rabbi Joe Hample

We have discontinued daytime
Adult Ed, as the hour does not work for
most congregants. Sorry for any inconvenience. From now on, Adult Ed will
be offered the second Wednesday evening of each month, from 7:00 to
9:00. On Nov. 14 we held “Write Your
Own Prayers Workshop” and on Dec.
12 we studied “The Real Meaning of
Chanukkah.”
On January 9 we will look at
“The Problem of God’s Justice.” The
question of theodicy, why bad things
happen to good people, is a challenge
for every faith tradition. Our sages
have addressed this issue in many different ways. We will reflect on Biblical, Rabbinic, and Kabbalistic answers
to the puzzle of life’s unfairness, and
try to find perspectives that satisfy us.
On February 13 we will consider “The Meaning of Minority.” Being a Jew has nearly always
implied being a minority. Minority
status may be painful, even dangerous,
but in a sense it is the core of the Jewish experience. How has it felt to be a
minority in the ancient Near East, medieval Spain, early modern Europe,
present-day America? What have we
learned from it?
No prior knowledge is required for TOL’s Adult Ed classes. Feel free to come when you can
and skip when you must. Our Adult Ed
program is both an intellectual and social opportunity. Please join us!

From Rabbi Joe
Hidden Blessings
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By Rabbi Joe Hample

I would speculate that our two
most ancient celebrations are Passover
(the first full moon of spring) and Sukkot (the first full moon of autumn). These primordial feasts anchor,
respectively, our spring and autumn
holiday cycles.
Some secondary holidays also
come at the full moon, like the winter
festivals of Tu Bishvat (Jan. 26 this
year) and Purim (Feb. 24 this
year). Neither is mentioned in the Torah.
Tu Bishvat is related to laws
about the age of fruit trees (Leviticus
19:23-25). As it would be inconvenient to remember a different birthday
for every tree on your property, the
rabbis assigned a common birthday for
all trees. They selected the full moon
of midwinter when, presumably, plant
growth is at its slowest, as the legal
demarcation point between agricultural
years. That is Tu Bishvat, but it was
1500 years before anyone thought of
celebrating it as a festive occasion.
Purim is introduced by a late
book of the Hebrew Bible, namely Esther. The title character saves her fellow Jews by marrying the king of Persia and subverting the antisemitic plot
of his associate, Haman. On Purim
every Jew is required to hear the reading of the M’gillah, “scroll” (of Esther). Unlike the Torah, which in traditional male-centered Judaism was compulsory only for men, the M’gillah was
always obligatory for both sexes: and
both sexes were always considered
qualified to read the M’gillah.
Both Tu Bishvat and Purim
have evolved and expanded from their
simple origins. It was the Kabbalists
(mystics) who turned Tu Bishvat from
a legal technicality into a real holiday. The Kabbalists believed in four
worlds, as implied by Isaiah 43:7, “All
those who are called by my name, I
have created them, I have formed them,
I have made them.” The four worlds
are:





Atzilut, “Emanation,” the world of
God’s name, where God actually
resides
B’ri’ah, “Creation,” the world of
the Divine throne or chariot
Y’tzirah, “Formation,” the world
of the angels
Asiyyah, “Action” (or “Making”),
the world of human beings

Though we dwell in Asiyyah, appropriate rituals can lift us temporarily to the
other worlds, according to the 16thcentury Kabbalist Isaac Luria. Chemdat Yamim, a Kabbalistic
manual of the 17th century, proposes a
four-worlds ritual for Tu Bishvat. Fruits and wines are used because
they come from trees (if we interpret
the word broadly to include grapevines). Hard fruits and red wine correspond to the tough and bloody world
we live in, Asiyyah. The higher planes
are suggested by progressively softer
fruits (with pits, without pits) and paler
wines (white and red mixed, white
alone). Each must be blessed and then
consumed. This pageant of produce is
called a Tu Bishvat seder.
Purim, too, has come a long
way from its ancient sources. In accordance with the Torah’s commandment to “blot out the name of Amalek” (Israel’s eternal mythic enemy,
Deuteronomy 25:19), it has become
usual to drown out the name of Esther’s enemy Haman with noisemakers
each time it is read aloud from the
M’gillah. It is also the custom to drink
at Purim until one cannot distinguish
between “Blessed be Mordecai
(Esther’s foster father)” and “Cursed
be Haman.” That’s a lot of
schnapps. And if the M’gillah requires
gifts of food at Purim, folklore identifies the suitable food as filled triangular cookies. These are called homentash’n (in Yiddish) or oznei Haman (in
Hebrew), terms that poke fun at Haman.
Much is hidden in the winter:
the land under the snow, people under
their heavy coats, the abundance of life
under the appearance of dormancy. A
theme of hiddenness is also evident in
Visit http://etzhaim.org

the winter festivals of Tu Bishvat and
Purim. At Tu Bishvat we combine soft
and hard fruits, white and red wines, as
a reminder of the harmony hidden behind struggle, the purity hidden behind
corruption. The Purim story tells of a
woman who hides her Jewish identity
to infiltrate the corridors of power and
save her people.
God is hidden too. There is
no Biblical text for Tu Bishvat, and the
book of Esther contains no explicit
mention of God. The rabbis propose
that Esther is foreshadowed in the Torah when God says astir panai, I will
hide my face (Deuteronomy
31:18). Astir (I will hide) sounds like
Esther. By the same token, it is the
practice to wear costumes at Purim, to
hide one’s true identity behind masks
and exotic attire. The Yiddish theater
has its roots in the purimshpil, costumed Purim skit. That’s when our
grandparents permitted themselves to
play dramatic roles.
It seems ironic that our jolliest
holidays come in our bleakest season. Maybe that’s when we need
cheering up. Or maybe it’s natural to
welcome the peace and quiet of snowtime after the frantic activity of the
other seasons, just as we’re glad to see
the restful night after a hectic
day. May the full moons in winter’s
dark skies remind you of the unexpected blessings in your life. And
don’t forget the sweet snacks.

Hanukah featured many
sweet snacks.

TC Comm./Poetry/Annual Meeting
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Transition Committee Report
December 2012
Our committee's charge is to shepherd the congregation thru changes that have already taken place as a result of TOL's
change in our spiritual leadership. At the annual meeting our progress report will track the transition plan initiated this summer. Each committee member is encouraged to submit a concise written report.
I am very pleased by our committee's effectiveness, in particular the human touch at various moments and the tenacity of
informal work teams which arose in response to daily challenges.
In the future this will be seen as a once in a lifetime opportunity to contribute to our Morgantown Jewish continuity
which rewarded us with more mitzvot.
Please read the hardcopies at the annual meeting and feel free to address any member of our committee as to your concerns, expectations, and requests.
Thank you for the honor of serving Tree of Life and for those future leaders I've been provided with to finalize this work
in progress.
Ed Gerson, Chair

by Carl Dennis

To Happiness

I'll be eager to clear half my shelves to make room,
Eager to read any titles you recommend.

If you're not approaching, I hope at least

If we've many in common, feel free to suggest

You're off to comfort someone who needs you more,

They prove my disposition isn't to blame

Not lost wandering aimlessly

For your long absence, just some problems of attitude,

Or drawn to the shelter of well-lit rooms
Where people assume you've arrived already.

A few bad habits you'll help me set to one side.
We can start at dinner, which you're welcome

If you're coming this way, send me the details—

To cook for us while I sweep and straighten

The name of the ship, the port it leaves from—

And set the table. Then light the candles

So I can be down on the dock to help you

You've brought from afar for the occasion.

Unload your valises, your trunks and boxes
And stow them in the big van I'll have rented.

Light them and fill the room I supposed I knew
With a glow that shows me I was mistaken.

I'd like this to be no weekend stay

Then help me decide if I'm still the person I was

Where a single change of clothes is sufficient.

Or someone else, someone who always believed in you

Bring clothes for all seasons, enough to fill a closet;

And imagined no good reasons for your delay.

And instead of a single book for the bedside table

"To Happiness" by Carl Dennis, from Unknown Friends.
© Penguin, 2007

Bring boxes of all your favorites.

Annual Membership Meeting
Sunday February 10th
Time and details to be announced.
If weather prevents the 10th ,
Meeting will move to the 17th.
Visit http://etzhaim.org

Care Committee/Sisterhood/Purim Spiel
Help Wanted
Care Committee
Over the years the TOL CARE Committee (along with other congregants)
has done many different activities,
including:
 sending cards to the sick
 visiting those who are ill or in
facilities
 preparing and delivering gifts at
Jewish holidays to those in hospitals,
facilities, or home-bound
 assisting families at shiva and
funerals
 providing emergency meals and
transportation for those dealing
with a crisis
It is time to reflect on whether the CARE Committee should do
more or do less. Are there unmet
needs? Some of the things on the list
have been taken over by parents with
the religious school students. Will this
continue? These are the kinds of questions currently being asked and discussed.
The CARE Committee cannot
happen without the assistance of volunteers. Susan Newfield and Kathy
Abate have handled the CARE Committee almost entirely on their own for
a long time. Help is now needed. If
you would like to be involved in any
one mitzvah, or in several, or in all
aspects of the CARE Committee,
please let me know by emailing me at
dayasolomon@gmail.com or calling
(304) 685-3660. In the near future we
will be having a meeting, the date
TBD, to get organized for
2013. Please consider attending.

Women's Chevra Kadisha
Here is an article that may
help answer questions about what the
Chevra Kadisha does. For a description of both the spiritual and "hands
on" work of preparing a Jewish body
for burial go to:

www.hadassahmagazine.org and scroll
down a little to click on Family Matters: Pure and Prosaic by Miriam
Karp.
More volunteers for doing the
actual ritual of taharah are now needed. Volunteers doing taharah need not
commit to everyone. We all have busy
lives and with enough volunteers there
will always be the several needed
workers.
We also need someone to take
the call from the Rabbi that taharah is
needed and then to call the people who
are on the list. The person making the
calls is not required to attend. This
organizational help would be very
greatly appreciated. Please contact me
if you have any comments or questions
at dayasolomon@gmail.com or 304
685-3660.

Thank You!
We are grateful to the people
who volunteered to make phone calls
this past summer and fall concerning
the transition at TOL. Your time and
efforts made a difference and are very
much appreciated!
Lee B. Kass, Judith Stitzel,
Stan Cohen, Margalit Persing, and
Lee Petsonk: Thank you all!
And thank you to the people
who took the time to talk and share
their ideas and opinions. About fifty
people were polled by the Calling
Tree. There will be a short report about
the Calling Tree at the congregational
meeting in February.
If you did not get a chance to
speak on the phone to a Calling Tree
volunteer (or even if you did) there is
another way to make your comments,
suggestions, issues, and complaints
known. This email address
kvetch.tol@gmail.com has been set up
for members and everything sent there
will be reviewed by Adam and the
Board. This is explained more fully in
the last newsletter's President's Report.
Daya Solomon

Visit http://etzhaim.org
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Sisterhood

Rosa Becker, co-chair
Sisterhood continues to proudly support TOL programs. We are now
sponsoring the monthly wine and
cheese Erev Shabbats and hope to greet
many members on these occasions.
We look forward to bringing some new
events in 2013 which you will hear
about in the coming months. I will be
attending the Women of Reform Judaism national in Cincinnati in January
and expect to bring back lots of new
ideas. Our chapter applied for and received a grant from WRJ which covers
the cost of registration.
Please help us strengthen our
efforts and become a member of Sisterhood. You can sign up at the TOL website (http://www.etzhaim.org/
community/sisterhood/). We welcome
your input and good energy! Happy
2013!

Purim Play
The Tree of Life is putting on
a comic play for Purim entitled, Bread
of Our Afflictions. The subject is about
the first Jewish-Yiddish speaking immigrants who came to Appalachia in
the late 1800s. The play has some
singing and dancing. A play reading
and auditions were held on Thursday,
December 20. The play has parts for
15-17 adults and 2-3 children (ages 912). The play will be performed twice
at the end of February in Morgantown
(once for congregants and once for the
public) and very possibly in Pittsburgh
at the end of April.
The production of this play
needs help with the stage set, costumes,
tickets and publicity. If anyone would
like to help out, with or without past
experience, please contact Kathy Cash
(her contact information is listed below.)
If you would still like to audition for a role, please call or email
Kathy Cash.
Her phone number
is: 304-2914048 and her email address
is: cashkathy@gmail.com

Hadassah/Treasurer’s Report
Hadassah
Monique Gingold

Shalom y’all. We are having
an exciting year making new friends,
renewing old friendships and expressing our support for Hadassah and Israel.
Our Hanukah party was wonderful on many levels. We made new
friends and celebrated by lighting a
multitude of menorahs. It was spectacular, truly a festival of lights. As
we shared good food, we were serenaded by two talented musicians, Sophie and Kathy Cash-Goldwasser.
Rosa, our hostess, led us in a
creative, thought provoking activity.
Some of us wrote Chanukah nonets.
Others drew personal Chanukah pictures. Sylvia drew a menorah representing everyone in her family! We
had many great poets in the group.
Who knew we were so talented.
Special guest and life member, Elissa Hoffman, gave a captivating and animated reading of a Jewish
fairy tale. Merle gave us an update on

new developments at the Hadassah
Medical Center, as well as a brief report
about the Regional Meeting she and
Monique attended. We should all be
proud of how far our support goes.
Hadassah Medical Organization, HMO,
is unique and exceptional in that over
90% of monies raised actually makes it
to HMO and Hadassah’s other endeavors in Israel including the various technical schools and colleges.
In keeping with our chapter’s
tradition, members put cash gifts into
the Mitzvah Basket to benefit Tree of
Life’s CARE Committee. We collected
more than $120. Lastly, we exchanged
Chanukah gifts chosen to represent
enlightenment.
As announced in this newsletter, Kathy Cash-Goldwasser is writing,
planning, producing and directing an
original Purim spiel. Since many
Hadassah members will be involved
with this production, Hadassah will not
host our own Purim Party this year.
However, we will have our annual
spring Book Brunch and you are all
invited! Look for more details via email.
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Merle
Stolzenberg

Message from the
Treasurer
The annual meeting time is
approaching. To participate in the meeting, you must have made a dues pledge
for the fiscal year and have paid at least
50% of all your financial obligations
(dues, donation pledges and religious
school tuition). Please contact me if
you have any questions.
We are delighted to welcome
to our Tree of Life family the following
new members who have joined since
September. If you have not had the
opportunity to meet them, please introduce yourself at the next event.
Sara Aronin and Michael O’Neal
Alison Bass and Jim Palmer
Craig and Anne Behr
Fortunee Berrebi
Sarah Bright
Lena Cerbone
Bonnie Coradetti
Steve and Bonnie Sharkey
Matthew Smolkin and Robyn
Temple-Smolkin
Daya and Rodney Wright
Merle Stolzenberg
Treasurer

Tree of Life
offers many
donation opportunities.
For a complete listing
please visit
http://www.etzhaim.org/
aboutus/temple/
Visit http://etzhaim.org

Hillel Shabbat/Mazal Tov Shabbat
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SCHMOOZE WITH JEWZ
It wasn’t Veterans Day, but it turned out to
be parade day. However, traffic problems
did not deter attendance at the Shabbat service TOL shared with Hillel at Hillel House.
Rabbi Joe participated in the student led service and everyone enjoyed the meal and the
conversation. Thank you Heidi and Deva for
all your hard work.
[photos: Heidi]

Blessings and a Festive Oneg
The Hallmarks of a TOL Mazal Tov Shabbat

Visit http://etzhaim.org

Latke Party 2012

[photos Gerson/Cooper]

Visit http://etzhaim.org
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Community Sharing
Mazal Tov
to
Barry Wendell
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MI SHEBEIRACH /
WELLNESS PRAYERS

who has been named
to the Dominion-Post’s
“Community
Advisory Board.”

Please remember to consult with
those who are in need of healing,
before publicly adding their names
to the Mi Shebeirach list. With
their permission, we would like to
add whatever support we can to
their recovery and healing.

Barry’s first essay
has already
been published.

Call for Volunteers

Mazal Tov
to
Stan Cohen
who’s
70th Birthday
was celebrated
in style at TOL.

We all want Tree of Life
to be the center of Jewish Life in
North Central West Virginia.

Adam.rosefsky@gmail.com

Welcome!
TOL is pleased to welcome
the newest members
of the
Tree of Life Family:

with a

YAHRZEIT PLAQUE
$400 DONATION
Contact: Bennett Millstone

Martin Blum
father of Andrea Works
Sherman Steinberg
long term companion of
Enid Portnoy
Irving Goodman
husband of Sharon
May their memory
be a blessing

In order to achieve this
goal, you can help. We are looking to begin new and expand existing committees to help broaden our
outreach and the services we offer.
If you are willing to serve
on a committee, please let Adam
Rosefsky know.304-942-4856

Remember a loved one

We note with sorrow
the passing of

Sara Aronin and Michael O’Neal
Alison Bass and Jim Palmer
Craig and Anne Behr
Fortunee Berrebi
Sarah Bright
Lena Cerbone
Bonnie Coradetti
Steve and Bonnie Sharkey
Matthew Smolkin and Robyn
Temple-Smolkin
Daya and Rodney Wright

Shalom!
Visit http://etzhaim.org

Share Your Simcha
Buy a Leaf on

THE SIMCHA TREE
$250/leaf
$2500/Small Stone
$5000/Large Stone
Contact
Merle Stolzenberg/
Barbara Jacowitz

Visit http://etzhaim.org

Friday

1/25/13

7:30-9:00 pm
10:00 am-12:00
noon

1:00-5:00 pm

6:30-8:00 pm
10:00 am-12:00
noon

1:00-5:00 pm

7:00-9:00 pm

12:00 noon-1:00
pm

Time
7:30-9:00 pm
10:00 am-12:00
noon

Rabbi’s drop-in office
1:00-5:00 pm
hours
Shabbat service & Tu Bish7:30-9:00 pm
vat seder
10:00 am-12:00
Shabbat & Torah study
noon

Shabbat & Torah study

Rabbi’s drop-in office
hours
Mazzal Tov Shabbat

Shabbat & Torah study

BBYO lunch: teens,
tweens, and their families
are invited to nosh & visualize a local BBYO chapter
Adult Ed: The Problem of
God’s Justice
Rabbi’s drop-in office
hours
Family Shabbat & potluck

Shabbat & Torah study

Event
Shabbat & Torah service

JANUARY 2013

Mazal Tov Shabbat on Jan. 18th will include December Honorees.

Saturday

Thursday

1/24/13

1/26/13

Saturday

1/19/13

Friday

Friday

1/11/13

1/18/13

Thursday

1/10/13

Thursday

Wednesday

1/9/13

1/17/13

Sunday

1/6/13

Saturday

Saturday

1/5/13

1/12/13

Day
Friday

Date
1/4/13

Friday

2/15/13

Sunday
Thursday

2/28/13

Saturday

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

2/24/13

2/23/13

2/23/13

2/22/13

2/21/13

Saturday

Thursday

2/14/13

2/16/13

Wednesday

Saturday

Friday

2/13/13

2/9/13

2/8/13

Thursday

Saturday

2/2/13
2/7/13

Day
Friday

Date
2/1/13

Rabbi’s drop-in office
hours
Shabbat Zachor (before
Purim)
Empty Bowls Monongalia
fundraising lunch & quilt
raffle, Ruby Community
Center, Mylan Park
Comic musical Yiddishthemed Purimshpil (Purim
play) set in Appalachia
Celebrate Purim with the
Sunday school
Rabbi’s drop-in office
hours

Shabbat & Torah study

Adult Ed: The Meaning of
Minority
Rabbi’s drop-in office
hours
Mazzal Tov Shabbat

Shabbat & Torah study

Event
Shabbat & healing service
Shabbat & Torah service &
bagel brunch
Rabbi’s drop-in office
hours
Family potluck & Shabbat

FEBRUARY 2013

1:00-5:00 pm

10:00 am-12:00
noon

TBA

11:00 am-2:30
pm

7:30-9:00 pm

1:00-5:00 pm

7:30-9:00 pm
10:00 am-12:00
noon

1:00-5:00 pm

7:00-9:00 pm

6:00-7:30 pm
10:00 am-12:00
noon

1:00-5:00 pm

Time
7:30-9:00 pm
10:00 am-1:00
pm

Calendars
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Tree of Life Congregation
PO Box 791
Morgantown, WV 26507-0791
(304) 292-7029
http://etzhaim.org
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FIRST CLASS MAIL
Mazal Tov Shabbat
On the third Friday of every month,
we recognize, honor and bake a
cake for all congregants who celebrate a birthday or anniversary in
that month. The honorees for December and January will be recognized Friday, January 18th. February’s honorees will be honored Friday, February 15th. Their names
are below. If anyone has been inadvertently omitted, please contact
Linda Jacknowitz at
ljacknowitz@frontier.com.
January 2013
Erik Abrahams
Justin Addicks
Ruth Krawetz
Ken Mitchell
Samuel Snider
Lisa Stern

Eva Segert Tauger and Mark
Tauger
Max Weber
Sheila Wexler
Rachel Works
Sylvia Cooper
Sylvia and Barry Cooper
February 2013
Michael Berrebi
Suzannah Bailey
Edith and Marcus Levy
Muriel and Bennett Millstone
Debbi and David Pariser
Lee Petsonk
Adam Rosefsky
Shirley Rosenbaum
Eleanor and Leonard Simmons
Kathleen Territo
Ed Gerson
Rich Gutmann
David Gutmann
Deva Solomon

Visit http://etzhaim.org

We have a rich tradition of beautiful
Mazal Tov cakes. Join us to enjoy the
January and February iterations.

